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Question Total
Mark

/ Max
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In

Total
1a 3 / 3
1b 8 / 8
1c 6 / 6
1d A01 8 / 8
1d A02 8 / 8
2ai NR / 4
2aii NR / 5
2b NR / 8
3ai 4 / 4
3aii 5 / 5
3b 8 / 8
4A01 7 / 8
4A02 7 / 8
5AO1 NR / 8
5A02 NR / 8

























Off Page Comments

Item Name Comment
3b Two points well developed. The first point being language and

cultural issues and the second pressure on services (water).
Slightly less well developed points about illegality and
reunification take this to full marks. Place specific detail accurate.

3ai Two valid points. Both are explained, one in terms of comparison
and the other re accuracy for development marks. In this case
both points are supported by specific reference to countries and
statistics on the graph, which could also have achieved the
development mark.

1b A range of different players fully evidenced and well developed
understanding of their roles in driving economic change. Two
players with thorough understanding sufficient for full marks.

3aii Strong answer which adequately covers two main points. The first
point being job prospects / wages and the second being access
to services including education/skills.

1d A02 A well structured discursive response which includes thorough
knowledge and understanding and application and evaluation.
Detailed and accurate place specific knowledge and in this case
used comparatively.

1d A01 A well structured discursive response which includes thorough
knowledge and understanding and application and evaluation.
Detailed and accurate place specific knowledge and in this case
used comparatively.

1c Ability to purchase goods and ability to purchase housing - 2
points well developed to explain inequalities for full marks.

1a Open green space sufficient for evidence and explanation
provided by accessibility and aesthetically pleasing.

4A02 A strong level 3 response in both A01 and A02. Thorough
knowledge and understanding of UN strategies. Thorough
evaluation of UN strategies including importance of coordinating
work of NGO's and government plus the importance of
cooperation at rural/urban scales in protecting human rights such
as women's rights, education, health and right to life/life
expectancy. Not full marks more limited references provided to
strategies of other organisations.




